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• Work carried out in the dying months of CESP

• Funded by Intergen, who had drastically 
underperformed, only achieving 6% of their 
obligation in 3 years

• Carried out in a rush to avoid Ofgem fines – in 
spring ie high chance of masonry being wet.

• Preston has many low-income areas – lots of 
energy companies “descended on the town to 
claim the carbon”

• Acute shortage of skilled labour



Fishwick, Preston – around 400 of these 
houses received EWI









Why?!? How??







And 









Also - cavities

‘Rat run’ cavities – filled with a fibrous insulation 
at some unknown point in the past; these 
became a reservoir for moisture

Unusual in buildings of this date  - but - lack of 
thorough surveys meant cavities were missed 
completely



And houses were in poor repair: a fact that 
was not – and could not be – addressed, 

given the design of the scheme



Hardly surprising with owner occupiers 
in fuel poverty

Low income householders – little money 
for repairs

Houses may not have been very well-built 
to begin with – this is (probably) spec 
building, 100 years old and counting



Who was to blame?

Supplier?

Installer?

Managing Agent?

Energy company?

Government?

Ofgem?

yes



Impact on residents – information collated 
by Preston Council

• Collapsed ceilings
• Health problems
• Already vulnerable householders having to pay to rectify problems 

themselves
• One resident with severe asthma has been hospitalised by these 

problems, with mushrooms and black mould covering walls, sofas, 
stereos etc. The hospital has recommended she doesn’t go back to the 
house until the problems are fixed, and she is currently believed to be 
living with a relative.

• A lady in her 70s has had to rent a dehumidifier costing her c.£200/month 
to try and combat the moisture. Wallpaper and plaster are damaged, 
water runs out of her electrical sockets, and she has had periods with no 
electricity. She has tried to claim on her insurance, but has been told they 
will only pay if the EWI is removed and re-fitted. Her husband is trying to 
find the money to have this done, but it is unclear if they can afford this.



Remediation – extensive and 
expensive

• EWI stripped off

• Saturated CWI 
extracted

• Unstable walls tied or 
even rebuilt

• Interiors decorated, 
new carpets, etc

• EWI being re-instated



Was this just CESP?

ECO/Green Deal VERY far from perfect

Preston possibly a ‘perfect storm’ but 
I’m very interested to hear stories, 
good and bad, about EWI.



Stop/start rushes of funding continued – eg
the Green Deal Home Improvement Fund

This and the emphasis on measures leads 
to risk of work being done by fly-by-night 
companies





CSE / NEF report



Scheme design – ongoing flaws

Emphasis on lowest cost, highest numbers

Scored on measures installed, not homes 
improved – or performance!

Structure round deadlines *has* been 
relaxed a bit since the early Green Deal 
days I think?



PAS 2030: 2017 update

requirement for a retrofit design so that it is no longer 
possible to install measures simply on the basis of an 
assessment by someone with two days training (as it 
was at the start of Green Deal & ECO); 

a requirement for the interactions between measures to 
be taken into account, eg junctions and edges and 
interactions between building fabric and building 
services; 

a requirement for existing ventilation to be assessed and 
if necessary upgraded when any insulation or air-
tightness measures are installed.



Interested to know how it’s going! 



Solid wall insulation guarantee agency has 
recently brought in/updated a pre-installation 
checklist.





Updated PAS 2030, 
PAS 2035 - and 
perhaps the Each 
Home Counts 
report proposed 
‘Quality Mark’ 

Will they help?



What still needs fixing?

Whole house scoring – not just lip service, but 
reward (or even require!) an integrated 
approach

Funding for repairs and ventilation – they are 
the sine qua non



Should we be doing EWI at all?



Done properly, EWI can make a massive 
difference to people in fuel poverty



Benefits of retrofit

Via William Baker, Citizen’s advice



EWI transformed our cold, mouldy 
house





It’s all about the details – extended 
roof, new rainwater goods, proper cills



Essentials on the ground

• Proper surveys – if condition doubtful, repair, or 
leave well alone

• Design

• Proper oversight: a clerk of works, retrofit co—
ordinator, smart advisor – someone working for 
the client, not the installer.

• Procure on quality – disputes and remediation 
are extremely costly!



Decent guidance - eg



Some outstanding puzzles



Is petrochemical – based EWI automatically 
disastrous?

What evidence is there out there? Is there a big 
difference between EPS and PUR?



…and thermal bridges

Obviously a wasted opportunity to improve warmth 
and comfort, but can TBs in an EWI installation 
really increase condensation and mould, in and 
of themselves? Interior surface isn’t colder than it 
was.

For this to happen, the absolute humidity indoors 
needs to rise as well, as surface temperatures will 
always be higher, or at worst, the same as they 
were before insulation



This *might* happen if air exchange with 
outside was greatly reduced.

Has anyone measured air permeability of a 
building before and after EWI?

I’d love to know more!



Thanks to Marianne Heaslip of URBED Manchester, and 
to Preston City Council, for use of their photos



Further reading

Article about Preston in Passive House Plus

https://passivehouseplus.ie/news/health/disastrous-preston-retrofit-scheme-remains-unresolved

Leeds Beckett paper investigating 51 homes retrofitted with solid wall insulation under CESP/ECO, pre-and 
post-retrofit. Some of the detail is a bit hard to follow, but the general impression given is that the issues 
at Preston were not unique, though nothing here that was as severe. 
http://eprints.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/4170/

Appraisal of the first phase of Arbed in Wales (2011 – 2013), including a chapter on EWI. Despite the title, this 
was mainly looking at detailing and workmanship, not long-term performance of the systems. Nonetheless 
many potential issues were identified, though here it isn’t clear how much impact these might be having. 
There were some indications that inadequate ventilation was leading to condensation issues post-retrofit 
in a few cases. 
http://www.cewales.org.uk/files/3014/7671/0110/Post_Installation_Performance_of_Cavity_Wall__Exter
nal_Wall_Insulation.pdf

Nyth data linking study, suggesting measurable health benefits from a home retrofit programme (many 
measures included, incl. some SWI) http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/fuel-poverty-data-linking-
project/?lang=en

https://passivehouseplus.ie/news/health/disastrous-preston-retrofit-scheme-remains-unresolved
http://eprints.leedsbeckett.ac.uk/4170/
http://www.cewales.org.uk/files/3014/7671/0110/Post_Installation_Performance_of_Cavity_Wall__External_Wall_Insulation.pdf
http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/fuel-poverty-data-linking-project/?lang=en
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